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About This Game
Kuro survival is the next title in ninja game series. In the game, we live as Kuro's life, a young ninja got a bad situation in the
forest of monster. Kuro 5d3b920ae0
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English

kuro survival

This game is designed so badly ! You have to use 4 keys to either use your sword (right or left) or throw shurikens (right or left),
and survive 7 waves/levels, but the issue is that it's more based on RNG than skill. For instance, at level 5, you can have
monsters on both of your sides, and given the cooldown on your weapons, you HAVE to take a hit, no matter how quickly you
use them . so pray the RNG God to have a doable level, and retry until you are lucky enough to get it . Well, dev', should have
tried your game before the release on Steam .. My favorite part of this game is when nothing worked. I really loved when I
pressed every key, real or imaginary, in this dimension and every other, and nothing happened. even on the "Dedault" settings.
Watching myself die, and getting Stage 1 (x587348567) was great.. Anyone know the buttons?. This game is designed so badly !
You have to use 4 keys to either use your sword (right or left) or throw shurikens (right or left), and survive 7 waves/levels, but
the issue is that it's more based on RNG than skill. For instance, at level 5, you can have monsters on both of your sides, and
given the cooldown on your weapons, you HAVE to take a hit, no matter how quickly you use them . so pray the RNG God to
have a doable level, and retry until you are lucky enough to get it . Well, dev', should have tried your game before the release on
Steam .. My favorite part of this game is when nothing worked. I really loved when I pressed every key, real or imaginary, in
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this dimension and every other, and nothing happened. even on the "Dedault" settings. Watching myself die, and getting Stage 1
(x587348567) was great.. Anyone know the buttons?
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